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ACROSS 
1. a no score at the end of an end 

2. the last stone thrown in every end 

4. a shot in which the player curls the stone in the op-

posite direction in which the stone is expected to 

curve  

5. the number of people on a curling team 

7. a tool used to keep your balance as your slide out of 

the hack 

9. the umpire or referee responsible for ensuring the 

game is played according to the rules 

12. the three concentric circles where points are 

scored 

13. a stone that touches the outer edge of the rings 

15. where the 2018 Olympics were held 

16. where curling was invented 

18. line that runs across the sheet of ice tangent to 

the back of the 12 foot ring at the center line 

19. a shot that lands in play without hitting another 

stone out  

22. a curling movie from 2002 

23. when one stone is bumped ahead or advanced by 

another stone 

24. double or triple where the shooter ends up com-

ing back up the rings  

DOWN 
1. a curling competition 

2. the foothold in the ice 

3. a game usually lasts this many ends 

5. a form of a draw shot that stops directly up against 

another stone 

6. an end where all stones score for one team 

8. the skip and vice are known as this part of the team 

10. the teammate who throws stones #3 and #4 

11. what it’s called when the rock does not cross the 

line 

15. a spray of water applied to the sheet before curl-

ing starts 

16. what a skip yells to sweepers 

17. Team USA’s vice during the Olympics in 2018 

20. a takeout that collides with a catcher 

21. at any time during an end, the stone  
which is closest to the button 



hello! 

curlsacramento.com 

facebook.com/winecountrycurl 

twitter.com/winecountrycurl 

instagram.com/winecountrycurl 


